NOTICE INVITING REQUEST FOR OFFERING RATE OF INTEREST FOR INVESTMENT OF FIXED DEPOSIT FROM ALL AGARTALA BASED NATIONALISED BANK

The undersigned of behalf of the TFDPC Ltd. is directed to invite Offer for rate of interest against investment of Fixed Deposit of Rs. 1.00 (One) Crore for a period of 1 (one) year from all Agartala based nationalized Bank. The quotation must reach to the office of the undersigned on 23.03.20 up to 3.0 PM on the following terms & condition.

**TERMS & CONDITION**

1. Rate should be offered both in figure and words.
2. Compound interest should be calculated quarterly.
3. 10% TDS on the interest quarterly accrued should be deducted and credited to the Account of Central Govt.
4. The rate of interest so quoted must remain valid at least for 3 days from the date of quoting rate.
5. Quarterly TDS certificate in form No. 16A must have to be issued.
6. The undersigned reserves the right to reject all the quoted rates of interest including the highest one without assigning any reason.

(B.Debbarma, IFS)
Executive Director

Dated 18.03.20

C: c: In-Charge, I.T section for information & with requested to send the letter in their Concern E: mail.ID by searching & also for uploading the page in website of Govt.as well as TFDPC and obtaining interest rate from internet.